FINDING EVIDENCE
Thursday, November 1st, 2018 READ Method for AIR Preparation (Standardized Test Preparation Thursday Program)

CAROUSEL OF EVIDENCE
This week, the standardized test prep lesson focuses on finding evidence in passages. Students will participate in a carousel with different activities designed to help
them work with evidence and elaboration.
-Arrange the room so that there are three stations. Use the information and resources below to set up each of the stations. Students will travel to each station, spending
12 minutes at each station. You can have them travel in assigned groups or simply assign them numbers (1-3) individually so they know at which station they should
begin. You can use the timer at https://classroomscreen.com to signal students when to move to the next station. (NOTE: If you have a really large class, you can make
two locations for each station to avoid overcrowding.)
STATION ONE-WHAT DOES IT SUPPORT?
-Place copies of the WHAT DOES IT SUPPORT INSTRUCTION/ACTIVITY SHEET at STATION ONE. Students should fill in their own activity sheets, but can talk to a neighbor
as a scaffold where needed. Here are the answers for the activity.

STATION TWO-EVIDENCE THROW-DOWN
-Place copies of the EVIDENCE THROW-DOWN INSTRUCTION/ACTIVITY SHEET at STATION TWO. Students should divide themselves into two groups at this station to
prepare for and participate in the throw-down. Here is a sample of some evidence that may be pulled out by the students.
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STATION THREE-PUTTING EVIDENCE IN YOUR OWN SENTENCES
-Place copies of the PUTTING EVIDENCE IN YOUR OWN SENTENCES INSTRUCTION/ACTIVITY SHEET at STATION THREE. Students should fill in their own activity sheets,
but can talk to a neighbor as a scaffold where needed. Here is a sample of a completed paragraph for the activity.
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